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Background and Purpose—After perinatal arterial ischemic stroke, diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and early
evaluation of spontaneous motor behavior can be used to predict the development of unilateral motor deficits. The aim
of this study was to investigate whether diffusion tensor imaging-based tractography at 3 months of age contributes to
this prediction.
Methods—Twenty-two infants with unilateral perinatal arterial ischemic stroke were included and scanned during the
neonatal period. DWI was used to assess restricted diffusion in the cerebral peduncle. At the age of 3 months, diffusion
tensor imaging-based tractography of the corticospinal tracts was performed along with assessment of the movement
repertoire. The role of DWI, diffusion tensor imaging, and motor assessment in predicting unilateral motor deficits were
compared by calculating the positive and negative predictive values for each assessment.
Results—Eleven infants (50%) showed abnormal motor behavior at 3 months with subsequent development of unilateral
motor deficits in 8 as determined at follow-up (9 – 48 months, positive predictive value 73%). Diffusion tensor
imaging-based tractography correctly predicted the development of unilateral motor deficits in all 8 infants (positive
predictive value 100%). A diagnostic neonatal DWI was available in 20 of 22 (91%) infants. Seven infants showed an
abnormal DWI, resulting in unilateral motor deficits in 6 infants (positive predictive value 86%). All assessments had
a negative predictive value of 100%.
Conclusions—Diffusion tensor imaging-based tractography at 3 months can be used to predict neurodevelopmental
outcome after perinatal arterial ischemic stroke. It has a similar predictive value as DWI in the neonatal period and can
especially be of additional value in case of an indecisive neonatal DWI or unexpected abnormal early motor
development. (Stroke. 2011;42:3410-3414.)
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P

erinatal arterial ischemic stroke (PAIS) occurs with an
estimated incidence of 1:2300 live births.1 With the
development of motor deficits in 30% to 60% of all cases,
healthcare costs during the neonatal period and beyond are
enormous.2 Treatment options for the acute phase are still
limited to supportive measures.1 Several therapies have
shown positive results in animal models, but few have
been tested in newborn stroke. The introduction of new
therapies for clinical use would require a careful selection
of eligible patients. Assessment of the extent of brain
injury and the expected adverse neurological sequelae are
therefore essential.
After PAIS, conventional MRI, especially diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI),3–5 can be used to detect ischemic tissue and to

predict motor outcome.2–5 The observed restricted diffusion in
the cerebral peduncle is predictive of Wallerian degeneration
and subsequent unilateral motor deficits (UMD) and is therefore
also referred to as “pre-Wallerian degeneration.”3–5
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) allows in vivo observation
of the microstructural and architectural properties of the
white matter.6,7 Infants with perinatal brain injury who did
develop UMD often show abnormalities in DTI parameters in
later childhood.8,9 Most of these studies, however, included
children who were already diagnosed to have UMD.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether DTIbased tractography of the corticospinal tracts (CSTs) at the
age of 3 months after PAIS is predictive for the development
of UMD. Furthermore, we aim to study whether this provides
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additional information compared with the already acquired
DWI data in the neonatal period and assessment of motor
behavior at 3 months of age.

Methods
Patient Population
Infants with a unilateral PAIS born between 2006 and 2010 who had
an MRI in the neonatal period and again at the age of 3 months were
eligible for inclusion in this study. Infants were included if neurodevelopmental follow-up was available beyond the age of 12 months
or if overt signs of developing UMD were already observed before
this age. Scans were acquired as part of standard clinical work-up in
infants suspected of PAIS.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
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All scans were acquired on a 1.5-Tesla Philips Gyroscan (Philips
Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands). Infants were sedated with
a combination of chlorpromazine (0.5 mg/kg), pethidine (2 mg/kg),
and promethazine (0.5 mg/kg) intramuscularly. A vacuum pillow
(Med-Tec, Orange City, IA) was used to prevent movement of the
head. Minimuffs (Natus Medical Inc, San Carlos, CA) were used for
hearing protection. Heart rate and transcutaneous oxygen saturation
were monitored by pulse oximetry (Nonin, Minneapolis, MN) as
well as respiration rate (Philips ACS-NT, Best, the Netherlands).
To acquire the neonatal DWI data, we used an axial single-shot
echoplanar imaging sequence (echoplanar imaging factor 41, TR/TE
4000/89 ms, field of view 180⫻180 mm2, acquisition matrix
128⫻77, reconstruction matrix 256⫻256, 25 slices with thickness
4 mm without gap, and b-values of 0 and 1000 s/mm2 in 3 orthogonal
directions). Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps were created
at the MR console.
The DTI protocol consisted of a single-shot echoplanar imaging
sequence (echoplanar imaging factor 41, TR/TE 6817/87ms, field of
view 190⫻190 mm2, acquisition matrix 96⫻96, reconstruction
matrix 128⫻128, and 50 slices with thickness 2 mm without gap).
Images were acquired in the axial plane with diffusion gradients
applied in 32 noncollinear directions with a b-value of 800 s/mm2
and 1 b⫽0 s/mm2 image.

Predicting Motor Outcome With DTI After PAIS

removed. The FA, ADC, axial diffusivity (1), and radial diffusivity
(23) were calculated for each CST separately as described previously13 and used to calculate an asymmetry index.

Assessment of Motor Development
The neurological outcome was evaluated at regular intervals after
discharge as part of our follow-up program. Infants were seen at 3,
9, and 18 months and at later points in time when felt indicated. A
pediatric physiotherapist (I.C.v.H.) who was unaware of the MRI
results assessed postural and motor behavior. Gross motor development was assessed with items from Amiel-Tison14 and Touwen.15
Presence of UMD was assessed according to Claeys16 and the
manual ability classification system (MACS)17 was used from 12
months onward. The MACS is a functional classification describing
the voluntary hand use at a scale from 1 (handles objects easily and
successfully) to 5 (does not handle objects).
To assess the additional value of acquiring DTI data at the age of
3 months in predicting motor outcome, we determined the likelihood
of developing UMD based on the motor performance at 3 months.
Infants were scored as having a normal, suspect, or abnormal
performance, which was very likely to result in UMD. A suspect
development included a directional preference of head rotation,
hypotonia of the trunk, or asymmetrical lateral trunk tilting. Development was deemed abnormal if there was also one-sided fisting
and/or a cortical thumb observed, asymmetry in voluntary movement
of the extremities, or asymmetrical fidgety movements as described
by Guzetta et al.18

Statistical Analysis
Differences in clinical characteristics or MRI parameters were
assessed using the Fisher exact test or the Mann-Whitney U test and
were corrected for multiple comparisons with the Bonferroni correction using SPSS Version 18. The asymmetry indices of the neonatal
ADC values were calculated twice to determine the intraclass
correlation coefficient. Spearman correlation coefficient was used
for ranked variables. Finally, receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
curves were created using MedCalc Version 11.6 (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium) to calculate cutoff values for determining the positive (PPV) and negative predictive values (NPV).

Postprocessing
The ADC maps derived from the neonatal DWI data were analyzed
with Osirix (www.osirix-viewer.com). Regions of interest (ROIs)
were manually drawn in the anterior part of both cerebral peduncles,
carefully avoiding any involvement of cerebrospinal fluid, as reported previously.4 An asymmetry index (%) was calculated as
follows: 100*(ADC ischemic peduncle⫺ADC contralateral peduncle)/ADC contralateral peduncle.
DTI data were analyzed with ExploreDTI.10 The DWIs were
realigned to the b0-image to correct for eddy current induced
geometric distortions and subject motion. In this procedure, the
diffusion tensor was fitted for each voxel after adjusting the diffusion
gradients with the proper b-matrix rotation.11 To correct for any
asymmetry in the axial plane due to the scan angulation, all DTI
scans were rigidly transformed to Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) space during this processing step.
Whole brain tractography was performed,12 using a 1-mm step
size. Propagation of the fibers was stopped if a voxel with a
fractional anisotropy (FA) value ⬍0.15 was entered or if the angle of
a fiber between 2 consecutive steps exceeded 20°. ROIs were drawn
on the directionally color-encoded FA map for each hemisphere
separately in the cerebral peduncle, the posterior limb of the internal
capsule (PLIC), and at the centrum semiovale. The ROI in the
centrum semiovale was drawn 2 to 3 slices above the corpus
callosum. In case tissue loss hindered specific drawing of any of the
ROIs based on visible landmarks, a ROI was drawn based on the
location and size of the corresponding ROI in the unaffected
hemisphere. Fibers intersecting all 3 ROIs were retained for further
analysis. Any fibers continuing into the other hemisphere, the
cerebellum, and the medial lemniscus or single aberrant fibers were
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Results
Patients
Twenty-two infants who had DTI at 3 months of age were
eligible for the study (Table 1). DWI was acquired in all
infants but not suitable for interpretation in 2 infants. One
infant’s neonatal MRI showed an area of cavitation suggestive of an antenatally acquired main branch middle cerebral
artery (MCA) stroke. A second infant suffered from a leaking
giant aneurysm compressing the posterior cerebral artery,
resulting in ischemia. The large amount of blood distorted the
neonatal ADC map, which could therefore not be used.

Motor Development
The median duration of follow-up for the infants who
developed UMD was 18 months (range, 9 – 48 months).
Infants with a normal neurodevelopmental outcome were last
seen at a median age of 21 months (range, 16 – 48 months). At
3 months, 8 of 22 (36%) infants were classified as normal, 3
(14%) as suspect, and 11 (50%) as abnormal (Table 2). Of
these 11 infants, 8 developed UMD (PPV 73%) with a
MACS-I in 1, MACS-II in 5, and MACS-IV in 1 infant. One
infant was too young to determine a reliable MACS. None of
the children classified as normal or suspect developed UMD
(NPV 100%).
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Table 1.

Patient Characteristics, Displayed as Median and [Range]
Main MCA Branch

Other MCA Branches

PCA

P

4/2

4/7

3/2

NS

39⫹4 关37⫹1–41⫹1兴

41⫹0 关37⫹5–42⫹2兴

39⫹6 关38⫹0–41⫹3兴

NS

Gender, M/F
Gestational age, wk
Apgar score at 1 min

6 关2–9兴

7 关1–10兴

3 关0–6兴

Apgar score at 5 min

7 关3–10兴

8 关4–10兴

7 关5–9兴

Birth weight, g

NS
NS

3357 关2450–3500兴

3390 关2305–4060兴

3122 关2145–3880兴

NS

6 (100%)

1 (9%)

1 (20%)

⬍0.01

UMD

MCA indicates middle cerebral artery; PCA, posterior cerebral artery; M/F, male/female; UMD, unilateral motor deficits; NS, nonsignificant.

Neonatal DWI
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The neonatal scan was performed 2 to 7 days after birth in all
subjects except for 1 infant who was scanned on day 21. This
infant was resuscitated following cardiac surgery and MRI 5
days after the event showed a main branch MCA stroke.
Postnatal age at the time of scanning did not differ between
the infants with a normal outcome and UMD.
MRI revealed a stroke in the territory of the main branch
MCA in 6 infants. A MCA branch stroke was seen in 11
infants (4 posterior branch, 2 lenticulostriatal branches,
and 5 cortical branch). The 5 remaining infants had a
posterior cerebral artery stroke.
Asymmetry indices based on neonatal DWI could be
calculated with an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.95
(0.87– 0.98). A larger ADC asymmetry at the level of the
cerebral peduncle was found for the infants who developed
UMD (Figure 1A, P⫽0.002).
Two infants stood out because their neonatal ADC map did
show an asymmetry at the level of the cerebral peduncles, but
no subsequent UMD was observed at later follow-up. One
infant’s ADC map showed a lenticulostriate branch stroke
with restricted diffusion in the striatum and descending CST
(⫺28%; Figure 2A). A more thorough inspection of the
second infant’s ADC map showed a region of low ADC
values located more posteriorly and laterally in the cerebral
peduncle, suggestive for affected ascending sensory tracts
(⫺11%; Figure 2B). MRI at 3 months did indeed show a

cystic area in the primary sensory cortex with an intact
primary motor cortex. (ROC) curve analysis resulted in a
cutoff value of ⫺11% and a PPV of 86%. None of the 13
infants with a normal cerebral peduncle developed UMD
(NPV 100%).

DTI at 3 Months of Age
The median postnatal age at the second scan was 96 days
(range, 82–127 days). The CSTs could be successfully
visualized in 21 of 22 (95%) infants (Figure 3). Higher
asymmetry indices were found for FA, ADC, and 23 in the
infants who developed UMD (P⬍0.001; Figure 1B). In 1
infant with a main branch MCA stroke who developed UMD,
the affected CST could not be visualized. This infant’s
neonatal DWI showed an asymmetry of 39% and conventional imaging at 3 months showed a large area of cavitation
without a PLIC on the affected side. ROC curve analysis
computed a cutoff value of 6%. Using this cutoff, DTI-based
tractography was able to predict the long-term outcome
correctly in all infants (PPV 100%, NPV 100%). This
included the infants who did not develop UMD but presented
with an abnormal motor repertoire at 3 months or showed an
asymmetry on the neonatal DWI. In the UMD group, a
significant correlation was found between the MACS and FA
asymmetry (r⫽⫺.80, P⬍0.05).
Because development of UMD is most likely to occur after
a PAIS in the MCA territory with CST involvement, predic-

Table 2. Asymmetry in Neonatal DWI and DTI Parameters at
3 Months Versus Motor Score at 3 Months of Age for Infants
With a MCA Territory (䡬/䢇) or PCA Territory Stroke (⌬/Œ)*
Clinical
Assessment
at 3 Mo

DWI (ADC Asymmetry)
ⱕ11%

⬎11%

Not Suitable

DTI (FA Asymmetry)
ⱕ6%

䡬䡬䡬䡬

䡬䡬䡬䡬

䡬䡬⌬⌬

䡬䡬⌬⌬

Suspect

䡬䡬⌬

䡬䡬⌬

Abnormal

䡬⌬

Normal

䡬䢇䢇䢇
䢇䢇䢇

䢇Œ

䡬䡬⌬

⬎6%

䢇䢇䢇䢇
䢇䢇䢇Œ

DWI indicates diffusion-weighted imaging; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging;
MCA, middle cerebral artery; PCA, posterior cerebral artery; ADC, apparent
diffusion coefficient; FA, fractional anisotropy; UMD, unilateral motor deficits;
CST, corticospinal tract.
*Open symbols represent the infants who did not develop UMD, whereas the
filled symbols represent the infants who did develop UMD. The infant in whom
no affected CST could be visualized with DTI-based tractography was regarded
as having an asymmetry of ⬎6%.

Figure 1. Asymmetry indices of neonatal ADC values at the
level of the cerebral peduncle (A) and DTI parameters of the
CST (B) for infants with a normal outcome and for infants who
developed UMD (*P⬍0.002, **P⬍0.001). The DTI data of the
infant whose affected CST could not be visualized were not
included. ADC indicates apparent diffusion coefficient; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; CST, corticospinal tract; UMD, unilateral
motor deficits; FA, fractional anisotropy.
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Figure 2. DWI of the 2 infants with an asymmetrical neonatal
ADC value without subsequent development of UMD. DWI indicates diffusion-weighted imaging; ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; UMD, unilateral motor deficit.
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tive values were also calculated for the MCA subgroup
separately. The PPV and NPV did not differ for DWI and DTI
in this subgroup. For the motor assessment at 3 months, only
the PPV increased to 78%.

Discussion
This study shows that both DWI in the neonatal period and
evaluation of motor behavior at 3 months of age have a high
PPV, which is in line with previous findings.3–5,18,19 However,
only DTI at 3 months of age reached a PPV of 100% and was
able to predict a correct outcome for all infants. DTI was of
additional value in the infants whose neonatal DWI was
inconclusive and in the infants with an unexpected suspect or
abnormal motor repertoire at 3 months of age. This implies
that in the absence of a neonatal DWI or when the early motor
repertoire is suspect, DTI may assist in predicting outcome.
Predicting motor outcome after PAIS has been the focus of
several neuroimaging studies. The predictive value of the size
and the location of the lesion on conventional MRI was found
to be good in the presence of hemispheric, internal capsule,
and basal ganglia involvement2,20,21 and was further improved
after the introduction of DWI.3,4 Studies reporting the role of
DTI after perinatal brain injury mostly included children who
already showed evidence of motor problems at the time of the
MRI. Glenn et al8 studied 15 children with UMD due to
varying etiologies and compared DTI parameters of the CSTs
with those of a control group. The clinical severity of UMD
correlated with asymmetry in FA, ADC, and 23. The same
group studied infants with motor dysfunction and reported
lower FA and higher ADC values in infants who developed a

Figure 3. CSTs of an infant with a normal outcome (A) and an
infant who developed UMD (B). The DTI of the infant with UMD
shows a clear asymmetry in FA, represented by the color intensity. CSTs indicates corticospinal tracts; UMD, unilateral motor
deficits; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; FA, fractional anisotropy.
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poor motor outcome.9 Murakami et al22 reported differences
in FA in a group of 10 infants with UMD due to periventricular leukomalacia when scanned during late infancy/early
childhood.
Few studies reported the use of DTI in predicting motor
outcome9,23 and to the best of our knowledge, only Van Pul et
al23 correlated DTI findings after PAIS with long-term motor
outcome. In their study, 2 of 10 (20%) infants with hypoxic–
ischemic encephalopathy showed a MCA stroke. DTI-based
tractography at 3 months of age revealed a low FA of the
affected CST, and both infants developed UMD.
A number of studies have reported decreased FA and ADC
values when performing ROI analysis on neonatal DTI data
of infants with perinatal hypoxic ischemia.24 –26 Two studies
correlated these findings with neurodevelopmental outcome
during the first weeks of life25 up to months,24 but none
reported long-term outcome, including the development of
UMD.
Chronic changes in DTI parameters have also been reported in animal models and correlated to the underlying
histopathology.27–29 The decreased FA and increased 23 as
found in our study may be reflective of decreased myelination.28 Changes in 1 have been found in some27 but not all
animal models.29 We did not find any significant difference in
1, which is in line with previous DTI studies in children.8,9
Asymmetry of DTI parameters has been correlated with an
increase in severity of motor impairments.8,9 Our data suggest
that an increase in FA asymmetry corresponds with a decrease in the manual ability as measured with the MACS.
However, these findings should be interpreted with caution
because the number of infants studied was relatively small
and classifying the severity of UMD at this early age is
difficult.30 In addition, interpretation may be further complicated by other confounds related to the diffusion tensor model
such as crossing fibers or the partial volume effect.31,32
DTI parameters change rapidly during childhood.33 The
relatively wide spread in postnatal age at the time of the
second scan (84 –127 days) might therefore introduce a
confounding factor when comparing the raw DTI parameters
between infants with and without UMD. By using an asymmetry index, we tried to overcome this confounder. This
index, however, assumes that the contralateral hemisphere is
not affected. Therefore, infants with bilateral ischemia were
not included. In the absence of an unaffected contralateral
hemisphere, age-matched reference values of healthy infants
would be required to predict outcome with DTI.
Extensive (video) evaluation of general movements and
hand movements at 3 months of age is helpful to predict the
development of UMD.18,19 It might be that such a detailed
assessment of motor behavior would limit the role of DTI at
this age in predicting the development of UMD. The motor
function data of our study were collected as part of the
standard clinical care at our follow-up clinic and did therefore
not include such an extensive evaluation.

Conclusions
DTI-based tractography at 3 months can be used to predict
neurodevelopmental outcome after PAIS. It has a similar
predictive value as DWI in the neonatal period and can
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especially be of additional value in case of an indecisive
neonatal DWI or unexpected abnormal early motor
development.
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